CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

As part of the process of establishing the University Anthem, the office of the Executive Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences and Technology, invites submissions of songs for consideration.

I Specifications
1. Lyrics: The song should comprise lyrics that address the mission and core values of the Technical University of Kenya.
2. Melody: This should be attractive, catchy and readily singable. A 4-part (SATB) arrangement will be an added advantage.
3. Duration: Minimum - One stanza and refrain. It must however not be longer than three stanzas.
4. Language: English and/or Kiswahili

II Submission Process
1. Collaborative or single composer submission must reach the office of the Executive Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences and Technology in L-Block Door L6 on or before Friday 10th February 2017 at 12.00 noon.
2. The format of the submission is a sealed envelope containing:
   a. Lyrics.
   b. Music Score and/or audio CD.
   c. Signed declaration stating that it is the original work of the submitting individual(s).
   d. Cover letter with contact details and declaration of the composers’ relationship to TU-K.

III Eligibility
This call is open to TU-K students, staff and alumni ONLY. Thank you.

Prof. Emily Achieng’ Akuno
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC AND EXECUTIVE DEAN, FSST
13.01.2017